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A B S T R A C T

Fourier ptychographic microscopy is a super-resolution technique, which could break through the Space-Band-
Product (SBP) limit of the system by employing varied-illumination and phase retrieval algorithm. A LED array
is used to provide angularly varying illuminations, which is portable and cheap. However, the installation
accuracy of the LED array is not sufficient, resulting in position misalignment errors. The misalignment errors
not only cause the calculation error of the sub-apertures in the frequency domain, but also the artifacts in
reconstruction images. Although some correction methods have been proposed, the correction ability of these
methods cannot deal with the misalignment errors well. In this paper, we proposed a misalignment errors
correction method. This method uses the Particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm to search the four
misalignment parameters (𝛥x, 𝛥y, 𝜃, 𝛥h) in space domain. It is termed as Space based correction (SBC) method.
Compared with the state-of-art methods, the SBC method is more stable and accuracy.
. Introduction

Fourier ptychographic microscopy is a recently developed compu-
ational imaging technology, which possesses the advantages of wide
ield-of view (FOV) and high-resolution [1,2]. Like the conventional
tychography [3–5], FPM shares its roots with synthetic aperture [6–8]
nd phase retrieval [9–13].

In a typical FPM system, a LED array light source is used to
rovide angle-varied illumination. Based on the angle-varied illumi-
ation, the information exceeding the diffraction limit of the sys-
em can be transferred into the objective lens. After turning on the
ED light source sequentially, a series of low-resolution images have
een recorded. Then an iteratively multi-image-fusion process in fre-
uency domain is implemented. The final NA of the system is equal
o the sum of the objectiveNA and the illuminationNA. In order to
olve the problems existed in the original FPM, many studies have
een reported. Aiming to improve the signal-to-noise of the dark-
ield images and illuminationNA, some system improvement schemes
ike condenser [14], dome LED model [15,16] and hemisphere LED
odel [17] have been proposed. To reduce the acquisition time, a

eries of methods like multi-coding illumination [18–20], single shot
21–24] have been reported. In addition, there are also some methods
ocusing on the aberration correction [25–28], noise suppress [29–32]
nd vignetting effect removing [33].

∗ Corresponding authors.
E-mail addresses: lidayu@ciomp.ac.cn (D. Li), 175969722@qq.com (B. Wang).

FPM faces a serious problem that is the misalignment errors. Due
to the limited installation accuracy of LED array, its actual position
will be different from the ideal position, and the reconstruction qual-
ity will have a degradation. In order to solve this problem, several
correction methods have been proposed. Firstly, the searching process
is implemented in frequency domain. Most of the correction methods
in the frequency domain are based on simulated annealing(SA) algo-
rithm [34,35]. During the searching process, every LED has a specific
sub-aperture position, and every sub-aperture has been searched until
the cost function value is minimum. Its search time is long and more
likely to fall into local minimum, because of the large number of sub-
apertures. Different from the conventional SA algorithm that searching
all the sub-apertures in frequency domain, Sun et al. proposed a posi-
tioning correction approach, named pcFPM. The method combines the
SA algorithm and non-linear regression technique [36]. The method not
only gives a better initial value by correcting the bright-field images,
but also improves the iterating efficiency and adjusting accuracy by
introducing a global positional misalignment model of the LED array.
However, due to the limited search time, at the same time, the high-
resolution spectrum does not initialize during the last iteration. As a
result, the performance of the pcFPM is limited. Secondly, the search-
ing process is implemented in space domain [37,38]. Based on the
searching process implemented in space domain, Zhou et al. proposed
a mcfpm method by using the SA algorithm [37]. The method searches
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the shift parameters (𝛥x, 𝛥y) and rotation parameter (𝜃) in space
domain, but it does not correct the height (h) parameter. At the same
time, the global converge accuracy of the SA algorithm is not sufficient
when there are lots of parameters.

In this paper, a Space based Correction (SBC) method is proposed
for misalignment errors. Different from the above methods, SBC uses
the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm to correct the four
position error parameters (𝛥x, 𝛥y, 𝜃, 𝛥h) in the space domain directly.
Compared with the SA algorithm, PSO has better global convergence.
Compared with the traditional methods, the searching accuracy is
improved and the final reconstruction results are artifacts free. Both
in the simulations and the experiments, the results of SBC are better
than the state-of-art algorithms. Section 2 introduces the principle of
the SBC. Section 3 and Section 4 illustrate the performance of SBC
in simulations and experiments, respectively. At last, conclusion is
surmised in Section 5.

2. Principle

2.1. Misalignment model of FPM

A typical FPM system consists of five parts: a LED array, a low-NA
objective lens, a tube lens and a detector, shown in Fig. 1. When the
LEDs are turning on sequentially, the sample is illuminated by spherical
wave with different angles. The whole sample will be divided into
pieces to accomplish a plane wave approximate. Then the information
exceeds the diffraction limit can be shifted into the objective and re-
ceived by the detector. Each LED has its own illumination angle, which
corresponds to the specific position of the sub-aperture in the frequency
domain. Therefore, it is necessary that the known spatial position of
the LED array is correct. In practice, it is inevitable that there will
be misalignment errors in the FPM system. These misalignment errors
will lead to the quality degradation of the reconstructed high-resolution
images. Before finding the misalignment errors, a misalignment model
should be established. When the 𝑖th LED (m row, n col) is turned on,
he wavevector of one sub-field can be expressed as

𝑘𝑖𝑥, 𝑘
𝑖
𝑦) =

2𝜋
𝜆
(

𝑥𝑐 − 𝑥𝑖
√

(𝑥𝑐 − 𝑥𝑖)2 + (𝑦𝑐 − 𝑦𝑖)2 + ℎ02
,

𝑦𝑐 − 𝑦𝑖
√

(𝑥𝑐 − 𝑥𝑖)2 + (𝑦𝑐 − 𝑦𝑖)2 + ℎ20

) (1)

where (𝑥𝑐 , y𝑐) is the center of the sub-field, (𝑥𝑖,𝑦𝑖) is the position of
𝑖th LED, ℎ0 is the distance between the LED array and the sample. The
misalignment errors include shift (𝛥x, 𝛥y), rotation (𝜃) and height error
𝛥h, and the misalignment model is shown in Fig. 2. Then, the position
of each LED with misalignment errors can be expressed as

𝑥𝑖𝑚.𝑛 = 𝑑𝐿𝐸𝐷[cos(𝜃)𝑚 + sin(𝜃)𝑛] + 𝛥𝑥
𝑦𝑖𝑚.𝑛 = 𝑑𝐿𝐸𝐷[− sin(𝜃)𝑚 + cos(𝜃)𝑛] + 𝛥𝑦

(2)

where 𝑑𝐿𝐸𝐷 denotes the distance between the adjacent LED elements.
After being affected by the misalignment errors, the wavevectors can
be rewritten as

(𝜇𝑖, 𝜈𝑖) = 2𝜋
𝜆
(

𝑥𝑐 − 𝑥𝑖
√

(𝑥𝑐 − 𝑥𝑖)2 + (𝑦𝑐 − 𝑦𝑖)2 + (ℎ0 + 𝛥ℎ)2
,

𝑦𝑐 − 𝑦𝑖
√

(𝑥𝑐 − 𝑥𝑖)2 + (𝑦𝑐 − 𝑦𝑖)2 + (ℎ0 + 𝛥ℎ)2
) (3)

2.2. Space-based correction algorithm

Similar to the correction method [37] implemented in the spa-
tial domain, we propose an iterative correction method based on the
particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm, which is called space-
based correction (SBC) method. Fig. 3 shows the flow chart of SBC.
SBC includes searching process and reconstruction process. During the
searching process, different from the mentioned method, we correct
2

Fig. 1. The typical FPM system.

Fig. 2. The FPM system with misalignment errors.

the misalignment errors for four dimensions instead of three. The
connection between particles ensures that the global convergence of
PSO algorithm is better than that of SA algorithm.

We introduce the reconstruction process of SBC first. At the begin-
ning, it is necessary to remove the low-resolution images that affected
by vignetting effect. Once these images are involved in the reconstruc-
tion process, the reconstructed high-resolution spectrum will fall into
the local minimum value, [33], and so will the correction process.
We choose to use the threshold method to find the low-resolution
images affected by the vignetting effect, and then abandon them dur-
ing the reconstruction process [33]. In order to adapt most of the
samples and microscopy, the threshold we used is 0.1∼0.8. Secondly,
a high-resolution object estimates 𝑂0(𝜇, 𝜈) and pupil fiction 𝑃0(𝜇,
𝜈) are initialized. Thirdly, generate a low-resolution image estimate
in frequency domain, which corresponding to the 𝑖th LED with the
wavevector (𝜇𝑖, 𝜈𝑖), and can be expressed as

𝜑𝑖
𝑚,𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦) = ℱ −1{𝑂0(𝜇 − 𝜇𝑖, 𝜈 − 𝜈𝑖) ∗ 𝑃0(𝜇, 𝜈)} (4)

Fourthly, impose the intensity constraint with the captured images by

𝜙𝑖
𝑚,𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦) =

√

𝐼𝑚,𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒(𝑥, 𝑦)
𝜑𝑖
𝑚,𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦)

|

|

|

𝜑𝑖
𝑚,𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦)

|

|

|

(5)

where 𝜙𝑖
𝑚,𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦) and 𝜑𝑖

𝑚,𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦) are the complex low-resolution images
ith and without intensity replacement respectively. Then, an updated
ourier transform of low-resolution image is calculated by 𝛷𝑖

𝑚,𝑛(𝜇, 𝜈) =
{𝜙𝑖

𝑚,𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦)}. Fifthly, updating the object and the pupil function with
he EPRY [25] algorithm:

𝑂𝑖+1(𝑢 − 𝑢𝑚,𝑛, 𝑣 − 𝑣𝑚,𝑛) = 𝑂𝑖(𝑢 − 𝑢𝑚,𝑛, 𝑣 − 𝑣𝑚,𝑛) +
𝑃 (𝑢,𝑣)∗

|𝑃 (𝑢,𝑣)|2max
𝛷′

𝑃𝑖+1(𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝑃𝑖(𝑢, 𝑣) +
𝑂𝑖(𝑢−𝑢𝑚,𝑛 ,𝑣−𝑣𝑚,𝑛)∗

|𝑂𝑖(𝑢−𝑢𝑚,𝑛 ,𝑣−𝑣𝑚,𝑛)|2max
𝛷′ (6)

where 𝛷′ is defined as

𝛷′ = 𝛷(𝜇 + 𝜇𝑖
𝑚,𝑛, 𝜈 + 𝜈𝑖𝑚,𝑛) − 𝑂𝑖(𝜇 + 𝜇𝑖

𝑚,𝑛, 𝜈 + 𝜈𝑖𝑚,𝑛) ∗ 𝑃0(𝜇, 𝜈) (7)

Sixthly, repeat the 3–5 until all the images have been updated. Sev-
enthly, repeating the 3–6 J times, and J will be defined in search
phase.
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As mentioned above, the search algorithm SBC used is PSO al-
orithm. In the PSO algorithm, K particles are generated and every
article has four misalignment parameters (𝛥x, 𝛥y, 𝜃, 𝛥h). The cost
unction in SBC is defined as

= 1
𝑥 ∗ 𝑦

min
𝛥𝑥,𝛥𝑦,𝜃,𝛥ℎ

∑

𝑚,𝑛

∑

𝑥,𝑦

|

|

|

𝐼𝑚,𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 − 𝐼𝑚,𝑛𝑆𝐵𝐶 (𝑝𝛥𝑥,𝛥𝑦,𝜃,𝛥ℎ)
|

|

|

2
(8)

where 𝐼𝑚,𝑛𝑆𝐵𝐶 (𝑝(𝛥𝑥 ,𝛥𝑦 ,𝜃,𝛥ℎ)) is the corresponding intensity image estimate
using conventional FPM (step 2–7) with a misalignment error (𝛥x, 𝛥y,
𝜃, 𝛥h), and 𝑝(𝛥𝑥 ,𝛥𝑦 ,𝜃,𝛥ℎ) denotes the particle with misalignment error (𝛥x,
𝛥y, 𝜃, 𝛥h) in PSO. PSO algorithm through the connection between the
particles and the iteration process to find the global minimum value.
Note that the captured images affected by the vignetting effect is also
neglected in the cost function calculated process. The procedure of
FPM reconstruction process in searching process of SBC only iterates
2 times. Too many iterations for reconstruction process will lead to
unnecessary time consumption, and 2 iterations are sufficient in SBC.
Next, we introduce the searching process of SBC.

The search process of SBC is divided into initialization process,
rough search and precise search. Similar to other search algorithms, a
good initial solution is important for SBC. It is difficult to give an initial
solution with four parameters (𝛥x, 𝛥y, 𝜃, 𝛥h), so we choose to find the
initial solution in shift parameters (𝛥x, 𝛥y) first, and a similar strategy
has been used by Zhang et al. [39]. The number of LED used in this
reconstruction process is 𝑆 = 25. During the initial searching process,
𝐾 = 50 particles are generated randomly in 𝛥x∈ [−1000 μm,1000 μm]
and 𝛥y∈ [−1000 μm, 1000 μm]. Then cost function value of all the
particles are calculated to get the minimum cost function value and
the corresponding particle [𝑥𝑏, 𝑦𝑏,0, 0]. Next, a rough search process
is implemented. 𝐾 = 30 particles are generated randomly in 𝛥x ∈
[𝑥𝑏−250 μm, 𝑥𝑏+250 μm], 𝛥y ∈ [𝑦𝑏−250 μm, 𝑦𝑏+250 μm], 𝜃 ∈ [−5◦,5◦]
and 𝛥h ∈ [−1000 μm, 1000 μm]. Before the iteration, the best particle
is set by 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 = [𝑥𝑏, 𝑦𝑏,0, 0] and the minimum cost function is set as
E𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡. In the whole iteration process, if the cost function value 𝐸𝑘 of a
particle 𝑝𝑘 is less than the cost function value 𝐸𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 of the best particle
𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡, it will be regarded as the new best particle. At the first iteration
𝑙 = 1, the position parameters of particles will not be updated. Once the
iteration time l >1, the position parameters of particles are updated by:

𝑣𝑘,𝑗 (𝑙 + 1) = 𝑝ℎ𝑖 ∗ {𝑣𝑘,𝑗 (𝑙) + 𝑐1𝑟1[𝑝𝑘,𝑗 − 𝑥𝑘,𝑗 (𝑙)] + 𝑐2𝑟2[𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡,𝑗 − 𝑥𝑘,𝑗 (𝑙)]}
𝑥𝑘,𝑗 (𝑙 + 1) = 𝑥𝑘,𝑗 (𝑙) + 𝑣𝑘,𝑗 (𝑙), 𝑗 = 1, 2… , 4

(9)

where j is the number of position parameters, 𝑥𝑘,𝑗 is the position of the
𝑘𝑡ℎ particle, 𝑣𝑘,𝑗 is the update step-size of the 𝑘𝑡ℎ particle, 𝑟1 and 𝑟2 are
numbers generated randomly in [0∼1] to ensure the random motion.
𝑐1 and 𝑐2 are the learning factors which decide the particles how to
running to the best particle 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡, phi is the compressibility factor to
control the step-size 𝑣𝑘,𝑗 , which determined by 𝑐1 and 𝑐2

𝑝ℎ𝑖 = 2
√

2 − (𝑐1 + 𝑐2) −
√

(𝑐1 + 𝑐2)2 − 4(𝑐1 + 𝑐2)
. (10)

hen the iteration l >15, the searching process becomes an accurate
earching process. The number of LED used in reconstruction process
s changed into S = 121, and a natural selection process is added to
he iterative process. Natural selection only ensures the best half of the
articles to survive to the next iteration. The position and step size of
he bad half will be replaced by that of the good half. At the end of
he iteration, the best particle position is used to reconstruct the high-
esolution complex images and the iteration time of this reconstruction
s 𝐽 = 10.

. Simulations

We verify the validity of the SBC by simulation first. The system
arameters used in simulation is shown in Table 1. The position errors
3

Table 1
Main parameters of the FPM system in simulation.

Incident wavelength 620 nm
Magnification of the objective 4×
NA of the objective 0.1
Pixel size of the detector 9 μm
Light source A 15 × 15 LED array
Distance between the adjacent LEDs 4 mm
Distance between the sample and the LED array 66 mm

Table 2
Corrected results of different algorithm.

Algorithm 𝛥x/μm 𝛥y/μm 𝜃∕◦ 𝛥h/μm 𝛥p MSE

Convention FPM 0 0 0 0 4319 0.105
pcFPM 993.2 966.4 4.9754 1177.7 265 8 × 10−4

SA 815.4 1069.9 3.1322 1099.4 1445 0.0049
SBC 1002.0 1000.3 5.0039 998.5 4 1.4 × 10−5

are introduced in the system, with 𝛥x of 1 mm, 𝛥y of 1 mm, 𝜃
of 5 degrees and 𝛥h of 1 mm. Two images are used in the simula-
tion as the amplitude and phase images in our work. Both of them
contain 512 × 512 pixels and have been normalized to [0,1]. A set
of 225 low-resolution images with 128 × 128 pixels are generated
by traditional FPM with position errors. Two state-of-art correction
algorithm pcFPM and SA algorithm are used for comparison. Because
the mcFPM only corrects the shift error (𝛥x, 𝛥y) and rotation error
(𝜃), and the actual misalignment errors are (𝛥x, 𝛥y, 𝜃, 𝛥h), the SA
algorithm is used to search the four misalignment errors to replace the
mcFPM for comparison. In addition, a new evaluation criterion is used,
which is calculated by the sum of pixel number difference between
the corrected positions and the real positions of all sub-apertures in
the frequency domain, noted as 𝛥p. Fig. 4(a1) and Fig. 4 (b1) are
the ground-truths. The reconstruction results of different algorithm are
shown in Fig. 4(a2)–(a5) and Fig. 4 (b2)–(b5). Conventional FPM does
not correct the misalignment errors, its reconstruction results are worse
than the ground-truths, as shown in Fig. 4 (a2)–(b2). For the results of
pcFPM, shown in Fig. 4(a3) and Fig. 4(b3), there are still some artifacts
in the amplitude and phase images. The reason is once the iteration
of it exceeds 8 times, its spectrum does not be initialized. At the
same time, the position errors have not been corrected completely. The
correction results of SA are shown in Fig. 4(a4) and Fig. 4(b4). Limited
by the searching ability of SA algorithm, the reconstruction quality
of the high-resolution amplitude and phase images are far from the
ground-truths. The correction results of SBC are shown in Fig. 4(a5) and
Fig. 4(b5). Benefiting from the strong search ability of PSO algorithm
and the initialization strategy, the reconstruction amplitude and phase
images are close to the ground-truth. The corrected misalignment errors
are shown in Table 2, which shows the accuracy of the SBC is better
than the other methods. In Fig. 5, red circles and black dots denote
the corrected positions and the actual positions. It can be seen that
almost all of the corrected positions of SBC have been located at the
center of the red circles. Due to the large number of particles, the time
of reconstruction process of SBC is ∼56s. For the pcFPM, expect for the
non-linear regress process, the time of reconstruction process is ∼5s. For
the SA, the time of reconstruction process is ∼55s. All algorithms are
implemented in a Desktop computer (Intel Core i7-11700F,2.5 GHz).
Most of time cost of SBC is the accurate search process. Fortunately,
this method could correct the misalignment errors of the LED array.
The misalignment parameters can be used to re-install optical system
or reconstruct another imaging target with the corrected wavevector.

In order to verify the stableness of the SBC, 50 simulations with
random misalignment errors are performed. The position errors are
generated randomly in 𝛥x ∈ [−1000 μm, 1000 μm], 𝛥y ∈ [−1000 μm,
1000 μm], 𝜃 ∈ [−5◦, 5◦] and 𝛥h ∈ [−1000 μm, 1000 μm]. Table 3
shows the mean square error (MSE) and 𝛥p corrected by different algo-
rithms. It is shown that the misalignment errors are almost corrected
completely by SBC. For the average 𝛥p in 50 simulations, it is only 9.3

pixel. The MSE of SBC is also smaller than other methods.
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Fig. 3. The procedure of SBC.
Fig. 4. Correction results of different algorithms. (a1)–(b1) High-resolution amplitude and phase images. (a2)–(b2) Reconstruction results of conventional FPM. (a3)–(b3)
Reconstruction results of pcFPM. (a4)–(b4) Reconstruction results of SA algorithm. (a5)–(b5) Reconstruction results of the proposed method.
Table 3
Average corrected errors of different algorithm.

Algorithm 𝛥p MSE

Convention FPM 4319 0.105
pcFPM 180 9.5 × 10−4

SA 1802 0.0083
SBC 9.3 4.18 × 10−5

4. Experiment

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of SBC through experiments,
these methods are implemented in experimental data. A microscope
with an Olympus objective (magnification 4×, NA = 0.1) is used
4

to image the USAF target. A 15 × 15 LED array with the incident
wavelength 620 nm is used to provide angle-varied illuminations. The
distance between adjacent LED is 4 mm, and the distance between the
sample and the LED array is 66 mm. A CCD camera (Lumenra, infinity-
4) with pixel size of 9 μm is used for capturing the images. During
the acquisition process, 225 low-resolution images are captured. The
high-resolution target of USAF is located at the center FOV and the
reconstruction results with different algorithms of it are shown in Fig. 6.
The low-resolution image and its zoom-in are shown in Fig. 6(e1)–(e2).
For conventional FPM, because it does not correct the position errors,
the reconstruction quality of its amplitude is seriously degraded, as
shown in Fig. 6 (a1)–(a2). For pcFPM, the results of Fig. 6 (b1)–(b2)
are better than Fig. 6(a1)–(a2), but there are still some artifacts in it.

Fig. 6 (c1)–(c2) show the corrected results of SA algorithm. Due to
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Fig. 5. The positions of frequency apertures corrected by different algorithms and the ideal frequency positions.
Fig. 6. Imaging experiments of USAF 1951. (a1)–(a2) Reconstruction results of conventional FPM. (b1)–(b2) Reconstruction results of pcFPM. (c1)–(c2) Reconstruction results of
SA algorithm. (d1)–(d2) Reconstruction results of the SBC. (e1)–(e2) The captured low-resolution image of the USAF 1951 that located at the center FOV.
the limited search ability, the high-resolution target also falls into the
local minimum value. For SBC, all the high-resolution target can be
distinguished, as shown in Fig. 6(d1)–(d2). In the final reconstruction
process, we use the background noise estimate method [19,40]. For
the multiple system errors like noise, aberration and misalignment, a
division-and-conquest strategy is more suitable [41].

Expected for the USAF target, we also employee the cervical smear
for imaging experiment. The phase information can reveal the refrac-
tive index of the biological sample. It is more affected by misalignment
5

error than amplitude. The reconstruction results of different algorithms
are shown in Fig. 7. The captured low-resolution image is shown in
Fig. 7 (e1). From Fig. 7 (a1)–(b1), because it is unable to deal with the
misalignment errors, the reconstructed amplitude image and the phase
image of conventional FPM converge into wrong value. From Fig. 7
(b1)–(b2), the pcFPM reconstructs the amplitude well, while artifacts
exit in the phase image. For the reconstruction results of SA, shown in
Fig. 7 (c1)–(c2), unexpected stripes appear in the amplitude and phase
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Fig. 7. Experimental results of cervical smear. (a1)–(d1) Reconstructed amplitude images of conventional FPM, pcFPM, SA, SBC respectively. (a2)–(d2) Reconstructed phase images
f conventional FPM, pcFPM, SA, SBC respectively. (e1) The captured low-resolution image of cervical smear.
mages. The proposed SBC method has better reconstructed amplitude
nd phase images without artifacts, shown in Fig. 7 (d1)–(d2).

. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a misalignment error corrected method
alled SBC method. Different from the traditional misalignment error
orrection method, the SBC method uses the PSO algorithm to correct
he four misalignment errors in space domain directly. In order to
nsure the accuracy and efficiency of the searching process, natu-
al selection and compressibility factor are introduced into the PSO
lgorithm. Compared with the traditional FPM and other advanced
orrection methods, the SBC method proposed in this paper has better
econstruction quality and higher accuracy. What we mean is to use
his method to calibrate the system or calibrate the wavevector of each
ub-field without reinstalling the system.
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